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Preface

The *Sun StorEdge A5000 Configuration Guide* provides information on configuring the Sun StorEdge™ A5000 disk array and the Sun StorEdge FC-100 hub. These instructions are designed for an experienced system administrator or trained service provider.

How This Book Is Organized

Chapter 1 describes the fundamentals of the Fibre Channel ports and connections inside the disk array. It also gives rules and recommendations for configuring your disk array.

Chapter 2 describes the types of host connections that are currently available.

Chapter 3 describes the fundamentals of connecting hosts to disk arrays.

Chapter 4 describes how to cable disk arrays.

Chapter 5 describes how to put disk arrays and hubs in Sun system or expansion cabinets.
Using UNIX Commands

This document does not contain information on basic UNIX® commands and procedures such as shutting down the system, booting the system, and configuring devices.

See one or more of the following for this information:

- Solaris Handbook for Sun Peripherals
- AnswerBook™ online documentation for the Solaris™ software environment
- Other software documentation that you received with your system

Typographic Conventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typeface</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AaBbCc123  | The names of commands, files, and directories; on-screen computer output | Edit your .login file.  ...
Use ls -a to list all files.
% You have mail.   |
| AaBbCc123  | What you type, when contrasted with on-screen computer output            | % su
Password:                                                             |
| AaBbCc123  | Book titles, new words or terms, words to be emphasized                  | Read Chapter 6 in the User’s Guide.  These are called class options.  You must be superuser to do this.   |
|            | Command-line variable; replace with a real name or value                | To delete a file, type rm filename.                                     |
Shell Prompts

TABLE P-2  Shell Prompts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C shell</td>
<td>machine_name%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C shell superuser</td>
<td>machine_name#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourne shell and Korn shell</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourne shell and Korn shell superuser</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Related Documentation

Refer to the *Sun StorEdge A5000 Disk Array Installation and Documentation Guide*, part number 805-1903, for a list of related documentation.

Sun Documentation on the Web

The docs.sun.comsm web site enables you to access Sun technical documentation on the Web. You can browse the docs.sun.com archive or search for a specific book title or subject at:

http://docs.sun.com
Sun Welcomes Your Comments

We are interested in improving our documentation and welcome your comments and suggestions. You can email your comments to us at:

docfeedback@sun.com

Please include the part number of your document in the subject line of your email.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This chapter contains information about the Fibre Channel ports and connections of the disk array. It also contains basic rules and recommendations about configuring your disk array. This chapter is organized as follows:
- Connection Ports—page 1-1
- Fibre Channel Loops—page 1-2
- Configuration Rules—page 1-9
- Configuration Recommendations—page 1-9

1.1 Connection Ports

As shown in FIGURE 1-1, the disk array can have up to four ports: A0, A1, B0, and B1.
- A and B are the two data paths to the dual-ported disk drives. Each disk array interface board (IB) connects to either the A or B loop.
- 0 and 1 are the two gigabit interface converter (GBIC) connections to the loops on each IB.

You can use these ports to connect the disk array directly to a host or hosts. You can also use them to connect multiple disk arrays in daisy-chain or hub configurations.

FIGURE 1-1 Connection Ports
1.2 Fibre Channel Loops

Each disk array can be configured for use in one to four Fibre Channel loops. You connect to the loops through the ports discussed in the previous section.

There are two types of loop configurations: full and split. A full loop attaches to all disk drives in the disk array on one loop. A split loop divides the disk drives between two loops.

Disk drives are internally connected to both A and B loops. To access the disk drives through both loops you need to connect through both the A and B disk array interface boards. This provides both hardware redundancy (if one loop fails you can still access the data through the other loop) and greater performance as the utilization of both 100 Mbytes/sec loops yields 200 Mbytes/sec maximum throughput.

There are two main reasons for configuring split loops:

- **Performance** - Because split loops have fewer disk drives per loop, the performance is better with large sequential I/O. For example, with a typical disk drives being able to sustain a 10 Mbytes/sec transfer rate, having 14 or 22 disk drives per loop can make the 100 Mbytes/sec loop the bottleneck. The speed of large sequential I/O transfers improves as the number of disk drives per loop decreases.

- **Hardware separation** - Having separate front and rear disk drive backplanes and separate host connections can give you a higher fault tolerance. Keeping the host adapters on separate I/O boards and ports protects the connection from an I/O board or port failure. Mirroring the data from one backplane or loop to the other protects from a loop or backplane failure. This is the highest fault-tolerant configuration that can be achieved using a single disk array. Using separate backplanes for each host in a dual-host configuration will completely separate and protect the disk drives and loops from administration errors or heavy loads on the other host.

The following sections provide additional information about full-loop and split-loop configurations.
1.2.1 Full-Loop Configurations

The characteristics of a full-loop configuration include:

- Single A and single B loops
- A1 is interchangeable with A0, and B0 is interchangeable with B1
- Each loop connects to both front and rear backplanes
- A0 and A1 connect to the A loop
- B0 and B1 connect to the B loop
- Each loop has two enclosure services (ses) nodes and 14 or 22 drive (ssd) nodes
- Total of two 100 Mbytes/sec loops

The routing for this configuration is shown in FIGURE 1-3 and FIGURE 1-4.
All GBICs provide redundant paths to the rear disk drives.

All GBICs provide redundant paths to the front disk drives.

FIGURE 1-3  Full-Loop Routing for a 14-Slot Disk Array
All GBICs provide redundant paths to the rear disk drives.

All GBICs provide redundant paths to the front disk drives.

**FIGURE 1-4** Full-Loop Routing for a 22-Slot Disk Array
1.2.2 Split-Loop Configurations

The characteristics of a split-loop configuration include:

- Two A and two B loops
- Each loop connects to either the front or rear backplanes
- A0 connects to the front backplane A loop
- A1 connects to the rear backplane A loop
- B0 connects to the front backplane B loop
- B1 connects to the rear backplane B loop
- Each loop has one enclosure services (ses) node and 7 or 11 drive (ssd) nodes
- Total of four 100-Mbytes/sec loops

The routing for this configuration is shown in FIGURE 1-6 and FIGURE 1-7.
GBICs A1 and B1 provide redundant paths to the rear disk drives.

GBICs A0 and B0 provide redundant paths to the front disk drives.

**FIGURE 1-6** Split-Loop Routing for a 14-Slot Disk Array
GBICs A1 and B1 provide redundant paths to the rear disk drives.

GBICs A0 and B0 provide redundant paths to the front disk drives.

FIGURE 1-7  Split-Loop Routing for a 22-Slot Disk Array
1.3 Configuration Rules

Follow these rules when configuring disk arrays:

- One loop (A or B) per hub or daisy-chain
- A maximum of two host connections per loop or hub
- A maximum of four disk arrays per hub or daisy-chain
- Cable lengths between 2 and 500 meters using short-wave laser and 50 micron fiber optic cable
- Split-loop disk arrays cannot be used in hub or daisy-chains configurations
- Each disk array on a loop must have a unique Box ID

**Note** – Up to four Sun StorEdge A5000 or A5100 disk arrays can be connected on a loop. Any combination of disk arrays that includes the A5200 disk array is limited to three disk arrays per loop. The online *Sun StorEdge A5000 Installation Supplement* will be updated if there is any change to the configuration rules.

1.4 Configuration Recommendations

These recommendations may be useful when configuring disk arrays:

- Use redundant paths to all disk drives
- Connect redundant paths to separate host adapters, system buses, I/O cards
- Spread all paths over separate system buses to maximize bandwidth
- Maximize the number of loops (minimize number of devices per loop)
- Use hubs instead of daisy-chains
- Use Volume Manager with Dynamic Multipathing (DMP). This enables dual-loop (A and B) access to disk drives with load balancing, which increases performance.

In addition, these suggestions for cabling may eliminate confusion and errors:

- Connect A loops to host adapter port 0
- Connect B loops to host adapter port 1
- Disk array port A0 connects to host adapter port 0
- Disk array port B0 connects to host adapter port 1
- Label cable ends
Configuration Examples

This chapter contains the following sections:
■ Reference Configurations—page 2-1
■ Other Supported Configurations—page 2-7

Note – Example configurations that show a single disk array (except split loop) can use multiple disk arrays connected with either daisy-chains or hubs. A single disk array is shown for simplicity.

Your host may look different from the ones shown in the following illustrations.

Note – You can use the onboard GBIC connections on SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O boards instead of host adapter connections if your system has one of these boards installed. See Section 3.2 “Enterprise SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O Boards” on page 3-2 for more information.

2.1 Reference Configurations

Although there are many supported configurations, the reference configurations in this section provide the best solution for most installations:
■ One Host—page 2-2
■ One Host With Multiple Disk Arrays—page 2-3
■ Two Hosts—page 2-4
■ Two Hosts With Multiple Disk Arrays—page 2-5
■ Three or Four Hosts—page 2-6

For a detailed discussion of configuration issues, see “Mass Storage Subsystem Best Practices,” part number 806-1949.
2.1.1 One Host

This is a high-availability configuration that uses two host adapters, fiber optic cables and interface boards to provide dual paths. It is also a high-performance configuration; it distributes host adapters across I/O ports for maximum bandwidth and throughput (up to 200 Mbytes/sec). You can use the second host adapter ports to connect additional disk arrays to double the capacity.

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.1.2 One Host With Multiple Disk Arrays

This configuration provides dual paths to the disk arrays. Both disk arrays on separate loops provides best Reliability Availability Serviceability (RAS).

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each path on a separate host adapter and each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.1.3 Two Hosts

Using two hosts with a disk array enables both hosts to access both paths to all the disk drives. It also provides dual paths to each disk array. Volume manager software is used to divide the disk drives into disk groups owned by each host.

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each path on a separate host adapter and each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.1.4 Two Hosts With Multiple Disk Arrays

Using two hosts with multiple disk arrays enables both hosts to access both paths to all the disk drives. It also provides dual paths to each disk array. Volume manager software is used to divide the disk drives into disk groups owned by each host. When mirroring across disk arrays, no single hardware failure, or even many dual failures, can bring the data service down.

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.1.5 Three or Four Hosts

This configuration shows how redundancy can be added to the configuration described in Section 2.2.9 “Three or Four Hosts, Single Paths” on page 2-16 by mirroring across disk arrays. This configuration is the basic building block for a four-node cluster. In this configuration:

- The disk arrays are mirrors. This could be extrapolated for RAID5.
- The paths from a host to the other half of the mirror are on different host adapters, SBus or PCI slots, and I/O cards.
- There are no restrictions as to how building blocks are used beyond the cable connections. However, mirrored halves must be the same size.
- Cabling requires a minimum of two connections per four disk arrays.

**Note** – Each host is connected only once to each disk array. Sun Cluster 2.1 software does not currently support Dynamic Multipathing (DMP).
2.2 Other Supported Configurations

2.2.1 One Host, Single Loop

The most basic way to connect the disk array is using this configuration. Only a single path is provided. Although you should usually use multiple pathing, this configuration can be used for the direct replacement of SPARCStorage Arrays that had only one host connection.
2.2.2 One Host, Split Loop

This is the minimum split-loop configuration with only one path to the disk drives. This is a good configuration for a host connected to a single disk array when the data is mirrored from the front disk drives to the rear disk drives.
2.2.3 One Host, Dual Path, Split Loop

This is an improved split-loop configuration with the added redundancy of dual paths, which eliminates a single point of failure.

It also has the following characteristics:

- Provides dual paths to each backplane
- Is good for mirroring of disk drives within the same disk array

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.2.4 One Host RAID5 RAS Configuration

This is the optimal RAID5 Reliability Availability Serviceability (RAS) hardware configuration. Configure the RAID5 volumes so that one disk drive in each disk array is used. This gives very high fault-tolerance; even the failure of an entire disk array will not cause loss of data. This configuration can utilize the full bandwidth of 10 loops, giving the highest possible throughput of 1000 Mbytes/sec.
It also has the following characteristics:

- Five disk drives per RAID5 volume
- Each disk drive in volume in different enclosure
- Solves any single disk array failure scenario
- High performance
- Dual paths to all disk drives
- Can only be implemented with host-based RAID

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each path on a separate host adapter and each host adapter on a separate I/O board.

**FIGURE 2-10** One Host RAID5 RAS Configuration (B Loop Connections)
2.2.5 Two Hosts, Single Loop

This is the most basic two-host configuration. This is a direct replacement for a dual-hosted SPARCStorage Array configuration. This configuration does not provide any redundant paths.

**Note** – The two hosts use the two physical loops. This is important for clustering applications, since a single loop failure could bring the entire cluster down if both hosts are connected to the same loop.
2.2.6 Two Hosts, Dual Path

Each host has redundant paths to all devices. It also provides dual paths for both hosts.

**Note** – This dual path configuration is not currently supported with Sun Cluster 2.1 software.

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each path on a separate host adapter and each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.2.7 Two Hosts, Split Loop Shared

Both hosts can access all disk drives in the disk array, which enables the hosts to share the disk array utilizing four loops. Each host has use of two loops. This may be done for performance reasons. This configuration provides only a single path to each disk drive.
2.2.8 Two Hosts, Split Loop Private

In this configuration, each host can access only half the disk drives or one backplane. This configuration is for disk array sharing, where each host has private and exclusive access to half the disk drives. This is a fully redundant configuration.

It also has the following characteristics:
- Maximum bandwidth/mirroring within disk array
- Provides dual paths
- Each host owns one backplane of a disk drives

To ensure maximum redundancy, put each path on a separate host adapter and each host adapter on a separate I/O board.
2.2.9 Three or Four Hosts, Single Paths

This single-path configuration is currently the only way to support three- and four-host configurations.

Lack of disk array ports, lack of hub ports, and technical drive issues all combine to make dual-path configurations non-feasible at this time for more than two hosts. The above configuration shows four hosts; however, the removal of Host 4 and its connection will create a three host configuration.

Note – One of the hosts can have dual paths in a three-host configuration.
Host Connections

This chapter describes the various connections that can be used to connect your host to a disk array or hub. It includes the following devices:

- Enterprise SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O Boards—page 3-2
- Sun StorEdge PCI FC-100 Host Adapter—page 3-3
- Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter—page 3-2

These devices were supported when this document was published. See the online Sun StorEdge A5000 Installation Supplement, part number 805-4516, for other supported host connections.

3.1 Introduction

A dual-ported host adapter enables you to make two connections from a host to disk arrays while only using one SBus slot. This could be a factor on smaller servers. Using a dual-ported host adapter on one port gives you less overall bus bandwidth. However, the host adapter also becomes a single point of failure.

Although using two host adapters costs more and occupies an additional slot, the host adapter is eliminated as a single point of failure.
3.2 Enterprise SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O Boards

SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O boards each provide mounting for two GBICs. The I/O boards are further described in the Sun Enterprise 6x00/5x00/4x00/3x00 Systems SBus+ and Graphics+ I/O Boards Installation Guide, part number 805-2704.

3.2.1 System Requirements

Your system must meet the following hardware and software requirements:
- Sun Enterprise™ 6x00/5x00/4x00/3x00 system
- An available I/O board slot
- OpenBoot™ PROM Version 3.2.10 or later
- Solaris 2.5.1 Hardware: 4/97, or Solaris 2.6, or other compatible version of the Solaris operating environment
3.3 Sun StorEdge PCI FC-100 Host Adapter

This is a 33-MHz, 100 Mbytes/sec, single-loop Fibre Channel PCI host adapter with an onboard GBIC. This host adapter is PCI Version 2.1 compliant. This product is further described in the Sun StorEdge PCI FC-100 Host Adapter Installation Manual, part number 805-3682.

3.3.1 System Requirements

Your system must meet the following hardware and software requirements:
- Solaris 2.6 or other compatible version of the Solaris operating environment
- Disk array firmware at least version 1.05
- An available PCI port

If the firmware level is less than 1.05, you must upgrade it using an SBus-based host system before you can connect the disk array to the Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter. The instructions for obtaining the upgrade patch are in the manual referenced above.
3.4 Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter

The Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter is a single-width Fibre Channel SBus card with a Sun Serial Optical Channel ASIC. You can connect up to two loops to each card using hot-pluggable GBICs. This product is further described in the *Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter Installation and Service Manual*, part number 802-7572.

![Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter](image)

**FIGURE 3-3** Sun StorEdge SBus FC-100 Host Adapter

3.4.1 System Requirements

Your system must meet the following hardware and software requirements:

- Solaris 2.5.1 Hardware: 8/97 or other compatible version of the Solaris operating environment
- An available SBus port
Disk Array Cabling

This chapter describes the supported disk array configurations. It is divided into the following sections:

- Single Disk Array Configurations—page 4-3
- Daisy-Chain Configurations—page 4-4
- Hub Configurations—page 4-9

4.1 Introduction

The loop connections go to FC-AL initiators, other disk arrays, or hubs. You can make connections from single or multiple hosts. See Chapter 3 for information on how to connect to FC-AL initiators.

Note – The ports on host connections do not necessarily correspond to the A1, A0, B1, and B0 nomenclature used to describe disk array cabling. Any port of a host adapter can be connected to any of the loops.

To connect up to four disk arrays on the loop you can either use hubs or daisy-chain the disk arrays. Using hubs is recommended because they simplify cabling, make disk array maintenance easier, and automatically bypass a disk array that loses power.

Note – The only requirement regarding Box IDs is that they must be unique on a loop. The preset Box IDs on disk arrays you receive from Sun Microsystems may differ from those in the following sections. If so, you can either keep a record of which Box IDs correspond to which disk arrays or use the FPMs to change the Box IDs of the disk arrays. See Chapter 5 of the Sun StorEdge A5000 Installation and Service Manual for information about using the FPM.
**Note** – Up to four Sun StorEdge A5000 or A5100 disk arrays can currently be connected on a loop. Any combination of disk arrays that includes the A5200 disk array is limited to three disk arrays per loop. The online *Sun StorEdge A5000 Installation Supplement* will be updated if there is any change to the configuration rules.

To fit the illustrations of the configurations on the following pages, only the interface boards for the disk arrays are shown. The interface boards are located at the rear of the disk array (FIGURE 4-1).

The maximum number of paths are shown. Depending on your configuration, you may not need to connect A1, B0, or B1.

![Loop connections](image)

**FIGURE 4-1** Interface Board Location

More disk arrays and disk drives per loop yield lower overall bandwidth per disk drive. For maximum performance per disk drive in heavy sequential I/O loads, its best to keep only one disk array per loop, or even run split loops.

More disk arrays per loop can also have lower fault tolerance with the loss of a host connection effecting multiple disk arrays, although correct configurations of dual path disk arrays and disk drives will eliminate any single point of failure.
4.2 Single Disk Array Configurations

All single disk array configurations can be derived from the following illustration.

See Chapter 1 for information about configuring the disk array as single or split-loops.
4.3 Daisy-Chain Configurations

This section contains the following daisy-chain configurations:

- Two Disk Arrays—page 4-6
- Three Disk Arrays—page 4-7
- Four Disk Arrays—page 4-8

Using a daisy chain configuration allows multiple disk arrays to be used through a single host connection and saves the cost of hubs. However, unless there are dual host connections (front and back), this approach has a lower fault tolerance: a failure to the host adapter, first disk array, or first fiber optic cables can disrupt the entire loop. Disk array removal and insertion is awkward and disruptive to an active loop.

**FIGURE 4-3** Optimal Two Disk Array Daisy-Chain

The configuration in **FIGURE 4-3** is optimal because it uses only two host connections to maintain redundancy. The B cable is connected from the back of the chain. If the first disk array or cable were to fail the remaining disk arrays will be accessed through the B loop.
The configuration in FIGURE 4-4 also achieves redundancy but at the cost of four host connections. Both loops are cabled from the front and back of the disk array chain. The back connection is needed to protect from an disk array failure at the front of the chain which could take out both loops.

The B0 connection is needed for redundancy. If not, a failure to disk array 0 can cause the loss of access to subsequent disk arrays.

A1 and B1 connections can be used for additional redundancy from a single host or for dual host connections.
4.3.1 Two Disk Arrays

**FIGURE 4-5** Two Disk Array Daisy-Chain
4.3.2 Three Disk Arrays

FIGURE 4-6 Three Disk Array Daisy-Chain
4.3.3 Four Disk Arrays

FIGURE 4-7 Four Disk Array Daisy-Chain
4.4 Hub Configurations

Hubs make multiple disk array connections simple. The hub configures a loop into a star topology eliminating loop break failures and ensuring that a single disk array failure will not impact other devices on the loop. The hub is part of the disk array loop; any device connected to the hub becomes part of the loop.

The hub is capable of bypassing a port with a powered-off disk array or a missing or broken fiber optic cable. The hub is not capable of filtering out bad packets and will pass CRC errors, similar to an ethernet repeater. This means that a hub can increase fault tolerance but only for certain types of loop failures. Disk array removal and insertion is simple and doesn’t disrupt an active loop. Because it centralizes connections, the hub will greatly assist in problem determination.

The incremental cost of using hubs over daisy-chaining disk arrays together is the cost of the hubs plus four GBICs. A power failure to the hub will bring the entire loop down. A power failure to both hubs in a dual path configuration will disable connections to all disk arrays.

Although up to four disk arrays per loop is supported you achieve greater performance and fault tolerance with fewer disk arrays on a loop.

This section contains information on cabling two to six disk arrays.

Note – You can substitute a Sun StorEdge FibreSwitch-F8 in any Sun StorEdge A5000 family configuration that employs a hub. Switches are placed in the cabinet in the same position as the hubs, but they require different mounting trays. Refer to the documentation that comes with your Switch for more information.

4.4.1 StorEdge Expansion Cabinet

The following sections explain how to connect four and six disk array configuration in the Sun StorEdge expansion cabinet.
4.4.1.1 Four Disk Arrays

Component Placement

FIGURE 4-8 Component Placement
Upper Disk Arrays and Hubs

FIGURE 4-9  Four Disk Arrays and Four Hubs (Upper)
Lower Disk Arrays and Hubs

FIGURE 4-10 Four Disk Arrays and Four Hubs (Lower)
4.4.1.2 Six Disk Arrays

Component Placement

FIGURE 4-11 Component Placement
**Upper Disk Arrays and Hubs**

**FIGURE 4-12** Six Disk Arrays and Four Hubs (Upper)
Lower Disk Arrays and Hubs

**FIGURE 4-13** Six Disk Arrays and Four Hubs (Lower)
4.4.2 Other Expansion Cabinets

FIGURE 4-14 Two to Four Disk Arrays and Two Hubs
Cabinet Placement

This chapter describes where to place disk arrays and hubs in system and expansion cabinets.

5.1 Rackmount Placement Matrix

Rackmount placement information for the disk array, as well as other devices that can be mounted in Sun system and expansion cabinets, is available on the Web at:

http://docs.sun.com

Click on “Storage and Peripherals” in the Hardware section, and then open the Rackmount Placement Matrix document.

If you do not have access to the Web, contact your service provider.

Note – Retrieve the placement information for the disk array before beginning the installation.

5.2 Cabinet Placement

This contains information about placing disk arrays and hubs in expansion cabinets.
5.2.1  StorEdge Expansion Cabinet

5.2.1.1  Four Disk Arrays

FIGURE 5-1  Four Disk Arrays in a StorEdge Expansion (72-inch) Cabinet
Lower Arrays and Hubs

TABLE 5-1  AC Power Sorted By Power Connections (Lower)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (lower)</td>
<td>Rear second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Hub A (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>Hub B (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>Fan tray (left)</td>
<td>Rear second stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upper Arrays and Hubs

TABLE 5-2  AC Power Sorted By Power Connections (Upper)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (upper)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (upper)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Hub A (upper)</td>
<td>Front first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td>Front first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Fan tray (right)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note – Ensure that a serial cable is connected from the serial port of a fan tray to the J4 connector of the power sequencer that provides power to the fan tray.
**Front Sequencer**

**TABLE 5-3**  AC Power Sorted By Sequencer (Front)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Hub A (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Fan tray (right)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rear Sequencer**

**TABLE 5-4**  AC Power Sorted By Sequencer (Rear)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Hub A (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>Fan tray (left)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.1.2 Six Disk Arrays

FIGURE 5-2 Six Disk Arrays in a StorEdge Expansion (72-inch) Cabinet
**Lower Arrays and Hubs**

**TABLE 5-5 AC Power Sorted By Power Connections (Lower)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (lower)</td>
<td>Rear second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>Disk array 2 (lower)</td>
<td>Rear second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Hub A (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>Hub B (lower)</td>
<td>Rear first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>Fan tray (left)</td>
<td>Rear second stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Upper Arrays and Hubs**

**TABLE 5-6 AC Power Sorted By Power Connections (Upper)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (upper)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (upper)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Disk array 2 (upper)</td>
<td>Front first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Hub A (upper)</td>
<td>Front first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td>Front first stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Fan tray (right)</td>
<td>Front second stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note** – Ensure that a serial cable is connected from the serial port of a fan tray to the J4 connector of the power sequencer that provides power to the fan tray.
**Front Sequencer**

**Table 5-7 AC Power Sorted By Sequencer (Front)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Disk array 2 (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Hub A (upper)</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (upper)</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Fan tray (right)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rear Sequencer**

**Table 5-8 AC Power Sorted By Sequencer (Rear)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Connection</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Sequencer Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Disk array 0 (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>Hub A (lower)</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>Hub B (upper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Disk array 1 (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>Disk array 2 (lower)</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>Fan tray (left)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.2 Other Expansion Cabinets

Install disk arrays and hubs as shown in FIGURE 5-3.

FIGURE 5-3 Fully-Loaded Enterprise Expansion (56-inch) Cabinet
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